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       To discover Sardinia  

For a holiday to remember, do not miss 
our excursions! 
Escursione 7: Torre dei Corsari, Scivu, CapoPecora, Tempio di 

Antas, Grotte “Su Mannau” 

Scivu beach is a long stretch of fine golden sand, called "speaking" because 

of the dull sound which can be heard walking on the beach is dominated by a 

wall of sand that leaves this place with high rocky promoters. It is one of the 

most beautiful coastlines of the coast, a real pearl of the Mediterranean. The 

atmosphere is beautiful throughout the year, in summer and in winter. 

Trekking: The ancestors of Perdas Albas 

The big Perdas Capo Pecora called in antiquity Corru Longu a Garden 

of Stone: Perdas' and Albas, the presence of large boulders colors being 

white and oval-shaped, lying on coves interspersed with granite cliffs that drop to the sea. rocks polished by the sea 

with their particular forms so that one of the coves is called the beach of dinosaur eggs. The waters are crystal clear 

and, in some areas, the sea takes on a brilliant sapphire. The promontory of Capo Pecora, the tip of the coast of the 

province, is a paradise for lovers of paleontology and fossils, witnesses geological antiquity of the place. 

Climbing at Capo Pecora a new climbing paradise by the sea: North of Capo Pecora, there are nice beautiful granite 

boulders with a long cliff well equipped and very well taken cracked. The sectors are at least ten, published on the 

website of www.pietradiluna.com  Maurizio Oviglia 

The Cave On Mannau is one of the most interesting karst caves of Sardinia. Known since ancient times was 

used as a temple underground since prenuragico period. The cave with its 8 km and a half 'as an extension of the 

seventh cave in Sardinia and one of the ten caves. This visitor tourist has a development of 500 meters and winds of 

spacious and comfortable boardwalks of beautiful lakes and emerald green. Experienced guides will take you on a 

fascinating and unforgettable excursion in the depths of the mountain. The rooms inside are full of stalactites and 

stalagmites and impressive phenomena such as aragonite concretions and crystallization of calcite. 

Antas ... , and wise warrior lineage progenitor of Sardinian 

 who joined in this mystical place people and peoples of all times. The Valley of Antas is set in the middle of a 

beautiful natural amphitheater where the temple stands unique in Roman Sardinia. 

From the valley in 20 minutes you reach the Roman quarries, where they are clearly visible in the limestone rock, the 

cut lines of the large rocks used in the construction of the sanctuary. 

In addition, the ancient Roman road for those who enjoy long walks (about 1 hour) leading 

from Antas Su Mannau: the people who lived in these places reached the cave of the same 

name for worship in the water, as the remains of lamps oil and votive spacecraft. 

https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Villa+Belfiori+Hotel+e+Ristorante/Spiaggia+di+Scivu,+Strada+Comunale+Scivu,+Arbus,+VS/Capo+Pecora/Tempio+di+Antas,+Fluminimaggiore,+CI/Grotte+di+Su+Mannau,+SS126,+Fluminimaggiore,+CI/@39.5510332,8.381264,11z/data=!4m32!4m31!1
https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Villa+Belfiori+Hotel+e+Ristorante/Spiaggia+di+Scivu,+Strada+Comunale+Scivu,+Arbus,+VS/Capo+Pecora/Tempio+di+Antas,+Fluminimaggiore,+CI/Grotte+di+Su+Mannau,+SS126,+Fluminimaggiore,+CI/@39.5510332,8.381264,11z/data=!4m32!4m31!1
https://www.sardegnaturismo.it/en/explore/capo-pecora
https://www.sardegnaturismo.it/en/explore/su-mannau
https://www.sardegnaturismo.it/en/explore/temple-antas

